
Charts Practice

TASK 1

Directions: Insert a column chart and a bar chart based on the students in the
table on the Task 1 Worksheet. To do this, follow the steps below-

1. Select cell range A1:F8
2. Insert Tab
3. Chart (You will notice that the chart editor will appear on the right side of

the screen. There are two options- Setup and Customize.)

4. Under the Setup section make sure Chart Type is Column Chart

5. Remove Last Name from X-Axis

6. Remove Grade Level from “Series”



7. Go to Customize at the top

8. Change the Chart Title to “Awesome Math Grades” and center align it!

9. Change chart style to 3D by checking the box.



10. Change position from Auto to Bottom

11. Move the chart under the data.
12. Copy and paste the entire chart and move it next to the original so that

they are side by side (Ctrl C and Ctrl V)
13. Change the second chart from Bar Chart to Line Chart



14. Click on switch Rows/Columns

Example! Yours should look exactly like this!

TASK 2

Directions: Use the data in the Teacher Name and Average GPA columns ONLY
to create a bar chart and a pie chart. To do this, follow the steps below-



1. Select cell range A1:A5, C1:D5 (Hold down the ctrl key to select data that
is not next to each other. We DO NOT want Students in Class or Students
Making Honor Roll.

2. Insert Tab
3. Chart
4. Under the Setup section make sure Chart Type is Bar Chart
5. Check the box to switch the Rows/Columns
6. Change the Chart Title to “GPAs”  and center align, change font to wide.
7. Go to Customize
8. Under Chart Style, change the background color to light grey.
9. Change the Legend position to Right
10. Delete the Vertical Axis title “Teacher Name”
11.Change the color of each bar to be a shade of each to the following:

○ Ms. Sweeny- Red
○ Mr. Bluth- Yellow
○ Mrs. Vanden- Purple
○ Mr. Johnson- Green



Example! Yours should look exactly like this!

TASK 3

Directions: Create a table and pie chart. You can be creative on this one.

1. Merge Cells A1 & B2
2. Type “Grocery List” in the merged cell, center, and bold the title.
3. Change the background to a dark color and make the words white.
4. Label Cell A2 “Item” and center align
5. Label Cell B2 “Amount” and center align
6. Make a grocery list with at least 10 items and then put the amount of each

item you want.
7. Highlight your data and apply alternating colors to create a table. (Make

sure headers are on)



8. Add a thick outside border. (Yours should look similar to the one below.
Yours should have 10 items and you can have different colors.)

9. Highlight your information and create a pie chart.
10. Change the title to “Groceries”
11. Make your chart look nice by applying different colors and styles. You

can be creative!

Example! Yours will look different!


